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whatsup gold includes several built-in modules that are preconfigured for monitoring network devices: active
directory, dhcp, dns, ipsec, local area network, ntp, wireless access point, wireless controller, web server, web
application and vpn. in addition, whatsup golds built-in reporting and virtual monitoring capabilities allow you

to monitor network devices, view, analyze and report on network performance and discover application
performance issues. with whatsup gold, you can monitor and analyze application performance from a central

location. whatsup gold can be used to monitor application performance with built-in remote performance
monitor. whatsup gold can monitor and troubleshoot application performance problems by watching your
virtual server from anywhere on your network. whatsup gold can be used to troubleshoot network device

problems including dns, dhcp, ipsec, ip traffic, snmp, web server and web application problems. whatsup gold
includes a built-in troubleshooter that can automatically identify network device problems and make
recommendations for solving these problems. in addition, whatsup golds built-in reporting and virtual

monitoring capabilities allow you to monitor network devices, view, analyze and report on network
performance and discover application performance issues. if you are a user of whatsup gold, go to your

account page. the page contains the following information: your license and the license server ip the license
server username and password a link to the last log in to whatsup gold a link to your account page.
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the recommended upgrade path for users of the free version of whatsup
gold is to get the full version. if you have a valid license for the free version,

you can upgrade by following the instructions on the license page. an
upgrade key will be sent to your email address. whatsup gold free edition
can also be deployed in either a domain or subnet wise configuration. all

domains and subnets in a domain can be configured separately. this enables
you to create separate rules for different environments. whatsup gold free
edition comes with a number of pre-configured rules that can be applied

directly to a network. these rules ensure that a network is always protected
against viruses, that the network is kept up-to-date, that there are no
unauthorized changes to the network, that no unauthorized pc's are

connected to the network and that there is no unauthorized usage of the
network. whatsup gold free edition comes with over 300 network probes
which can be applied to detect various network problems. these network

probes can be used to detect unauthorized changes, pc connections, domain
name system issues, obsolete software and viruses. these probes are easy

to apply and can be used to add more probes as and when new network
problems are encountered. whatsup gold free edition comes with over a

dozen of action policies to allow you to monitor and configure changes to the
network. you can configure these policies to make changes to dhcp settings,
change the network time, change the dns settings, change the domain and

even change the network firewall settings. 5ec8ef588b
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